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Finding Brands  
for  

Amazon Dropshipping  

Product Research 
 

Brands on Amazon 
 

Most products on Amazon have a brand and with that may come certain permissions or restrictions. You may 

be allowed to sell certain brands while others you cannot. Also, you may only be able to sell certain brands in a 

certain condition such as “Used” or “Collectible”. There are even some brands that Amazon says you have 

approval to sell but have some kind of legal restriction. Therefore, an important part of finding products to sell 

on Amazon is finding “safe” brands. 

 

 
 

 

 

Restricted Brands and Dropshipping 
 

This issue with restricted brands is not just for dropshippers, it’s for all Amazon sellers. It doesn’t matter if you 

pack and ship the items yourself, dropship, or use FBA. You can “get in trouble” on Amazon no matter what 

method you are using to sell. However, with dropshipping it is easy to list hundreds or thousands of different 

products and brands. Therefore, the chance of selling a restricted brand is potentially higher for a dropshipper. 

But the risk really depends on how careful you are with the brands you list.  

 

Brand Name 
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So here is my 5-step process for finding brands to sell on Amazon: 

 

1. Find a brand at your supplier 

2. Check if the brand is restricted 

3. Search the brand on Amazon (for products and approval) 

4. Search the brand on Google (for suppliers) 

5. Record brand info on a spreadsheet 

 

I will now explain these steps in more detail… 

 

Step 1: Find a Brand at your Supplier 
 

As a dropshipper you should be using certain suppliers that you trust to support your business model. 

Therefore, your suppliers are a good place to find brands. You can find brands by looking at products on the 

supplier site or via google search (example: “Walmart brands”).  

 

 
 

Step 2: Check if the Brand is Restricted 
 

Even though you have approval to sell a brand on Amazon it may still be a restricted brand. Since Amazon 

doesn’t tell you this when you list the item you must depend on the experiences of others. There are various 

groups who have put together large lists of brands that were found to be restricted. Here is an article with more 

information and a list of restricted brands: https://selleressentials.com/amazon-restricted-brands-category-

approval/ 

 

Step 3: Search the Brand on Amazon 
 

Search the brand name on Amazon in order to answer two questions: Does it have products on Amazon? Do 

you have approval to sell them? 

 

https://selleressentials.com/amazon-restricted-brands-category-approval/
https://selleressentials.com/amazon-restricted-brands-category-approval/
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1. Does it have products on Amazon? 

 

Amazon dropshippers mostly “jump” on product listings that are already being sold because it is the 

fastest and easiest way to sell. If a brand doesn’t have products on Amazon then you would have to 

create new product listings to sell them (if allowed). Therefore, a brand that does not have products on 

Amazon is not a good choice for most dropshippers especially beginners. 

 

Search the brand name either on Amazon.com or in the seller product-catalog on seller central 

(Catalog → Add Products). You will then see a list of products. Check to see if they are from that brand.  

 

For this example, I am searching the brand “Mainstays”. 

 

 
 

 

2. Do I have approval to sell products in this brand? 

 

Open a product and click the “Sell on Amazon” button towards the bottom right of the product page. For 

this example, I opened the first product in the picture above “Mainstays Large Patio Heater”. Scroll 

down the page and you will see this button at the bottom right. Click this button. 

 

    If you get this page then you can list the product.  
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Check brand using the catalog. In the product catalog click the “Show/Hide variations” options to see the 

different variations and permissions for the products. If it says “Select a Condition” next to some of the 

products. This means you can sell the brand. 

 

 
 

Below is an example where you don’t have approval to sell the brand.  

In this case you will usually see an “Apply to sell” button. Press the button to see the details. 

 
 

 

 
 

Note: Sometimes it is not the brand but rather the category that you don’t have approval to sell. Amazon will 

tell you the reason why you don’t have approval. In this case it is the brand “cuisinart” that is not approved. 

“Show/Hide Variations” option 

“Select a condition” 

 

“Sell this product” 
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Step 4: Search the Brand on Google 
 

 The reason for searching the brand on google is to see its availability. This will show you if other 

suppliers are selling this brand. I usually record the names of different suppliers that sell the brand.  

 

These are some results from searching “Mainstays” brand on Google Shopping. Almost all results for this 

brand are Walmart. This is because “Mainstays” is a private brand of Walmart. 

 

 
 

 

Step 5: Record the Brand Info on a Spreadsheet 
 

 Lastly you should record all the information about this brand in a spreadsheet for later use. I usually 

record the brand name, approval (yes or no), has products on amazon (yes or no), and supplier names. But 

you can set up your own table the way you prefer. 

 

 
 

Once you find a brand that you can sell on Amazon you can start listing different products from this brand. For 

manual product research this will make the process faster as you search only for product brands you can sell. 

CLICK HERE TO WATCH THE YOUTUBE VIDEO OF THIS PDF/ARTICLE 

https://youtu.be/3m6n_QKSBY8

